
How to Make a SaaS 
Website That Converts



To help you sell more software
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The goal of your site:



4 Guidelines to make SaaS websites that convert
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1. Find your value proposition
2. The user is the hero
3. Get their hands on the product
4. Embrace testing and experimentation



Without a good website
you don’t have a SaaS company
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How you communicate the value of your software 
depends on :
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Whom should you communicate with?
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What does it take to sell your product?
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What’s the ultimate goal of your site?
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Your ultimate conversion goal:
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Your ultimate conversion goal:
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Some examples:
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Today we’ll focus on:
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How companies make 
websites that convert?
There is a science to this...



More often 
than not...

So, what do you want on the homepage  

We want a spectacular graphic in the 
banner. Let’s establish the design and we 
will sort out the exact text later... 

Cool. Great idea. And below the hero?

Something about what our customers 
want. For instance, “Change the future” or 
something close to that.

DESIGNER

DESIGNER

Steven Jabs

Steven Jabs

I can make this look really cool, you are 
gonna love it!

DESIGNER

...most websites are done with ZERO 
validation about what the user wants
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Your website IS the means for your users to sign up

Treat your site as a 1st class citizen!
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#1
Find your value 
proposition

Guidelines: How to make a SaaS website that 
converts...
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Compare these value propositions 
of 2 chat software companies:

Which one is more inspiring?
Which one tells you what it is?
Which one is more specific?

Which one has a more clear call to action?
There is no better or worse - it’s just different 

formulas

Focused on the 
ultimate benefit

Focused on a 
specific use case



What it is?

3 formulas for an effective value 
proposition:

What it does?

Example: “Simple, personal messaging for 
businesses and their customers”

Example: “Have live conversations and send 
targeted messages to website visitors and users 
of your app”

What you can do with it? Example: “A new and better way to acquire, 
engage, and retain customers”
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- Targeted: Clearly articulate who your solution is for.

- Specific: If it can apply to someone else, it is not specific 
enough.

- Unique: How is your solution different from competitors?

Other elements of a killer value prop:



A message that resonates
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The #1 factor in coming up with a 
website that converts?



Know your customer
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... and the #1 factor in coming up 
with a message that resonates?



Guess the # of times I’ve 
heard a founder explain 
the product in the same 
way than his customers?

ZERO.
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So, what is 
slack?
“It’s a next generation 
platform to streamline 
communication 
distributing messages... 
blah blah blah”

-Stewart Butterfield
CEO, Slack
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So, what is 
slack?
“It’s a next generation 
platform to streamline 
communication 
distributing messages... 
blah blah blah”

-Stewart Butterfield
CEO, Slack
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“It replaces email inside 
your organization.”

Classic! Lots of websites out there are driven by founder’s speak !



My point is:
Not sure how to say it?

Ask the customers!
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Be customer-centered

What you believe, doesn’t matter
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What you’ll discover through 
research:
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1. Why customers buy from you?
2. What problem were your prospective users trying to 

solve?
3. How did they realize they had a problem?
4. Which competitors did they consider?
5. What was the trigger that made them look for a 

solution?
6. What made them realize yours was the best solution?
7. What were they most excited about exactly?
8. What on your website is frustrating to them?
9. Where are they getting stuck?

10. When buying from you, what did they hesitate about the 
most?

11. What impact did they expect from buying your product?

How to collect feedback?

ー Run surveys

ー Pick up the phone 

ー Make it part of onboarding

ー Run polls

ー Ask questions at specific 
points in their lifecycle

ー Look at user behaviors on 
the site and inside the app



Think it’s tough to talk to 
customers?

Product: to prioritize new features

Customer Success: to help your users 

Sales: If exists - to sell

Talk to your team and share user insights!
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Hint: You are already doing it.



Do WHATEVER it takes to get real 
user feedback!

Use it to figure out your value 
proposition. 

Then, iterate.
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#2
The user is the hero:
Help the user do his job!

✓ #1 Find your value propositionGuidelines: How to make a SaaS website that 
converts...



Speak to 
users, not 
buyers. 
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Your entire communication 
needs to address users: 

Whose life will be easier after 
using your product?



In contrast, 
Oracle speaks 
to buyers...
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As a complex solution 
targeting enterprises, Oracle 
speaks to different buyer roles, 
as opposed to the users of the 
product exclusively.



Make it 
tangible
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Use contrast to differentiate 
before and after.

Make the gap evident.

Truly reflect 
how life is today

Paint the vision 
of heaven



Your voice is that of a friend 
who truly wants to help.

Say: “This is how I will solve 
your problem”

A trusted 
friend speaks.
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Why this works? Know your customer:
- Wants to create branded emails
- Wants to look like a pro



Show 
different use 
cases
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Who will benefit from using 
your product?

If there are different user 
profiles, create content that 
shows them how will your 
product solve their specific 
problems.



Offer TRULY 
helpful 
content
Offer content that explains:

1. Problem solved
2. How you solve it
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Ungated content:  keep focus on getting users to 
sign up for a free trial



Structure 
your story
coherently
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Overall value 
prop

Contrast: before 
& after

Some highlights 
of the solution 

or ultimate 
benefits

Sprinkle some 
social proof

Proof that it 
works

Additional 
educational 

content

Example of a 
homepage 

that flows 
--->

Explain the 
problem that 

you solve

Next step: Call 
to Action



#3
Get their hands on the 
product.
Everything else is secondary.

✓ #1 Find your value proposition
✓ #2 The user is the hero

Guidelines: How to make a SaaS website that 
converts...



Your ultimate conversion point: 
Demo, Trial, or Freemium sign ups

Here are some formulas you can try:
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Conversion 
point formulas 
to try:

#1 
Social Proof
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Conversion 
point formulas 
to try:

#2 
Recap of 
benefits
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Conversion 
point formulas 
to try:

#3 
Just get started
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Conversion 
point formulas 
to try:

#4 
In-line sign up
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Conversion 
point formulas 
to try:

#5 
Plain vanilla
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Kill friction points

Design
User flow
Navigation
Show the product
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How do you get their hands on 
the product?



The role of good design

Avoid friction points
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Beauty makes you trustworthy
And your partner, tolerant



What is beauty? - website-wise
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1. Prototypicality

2. Visual complexity

*Javier Bargas-Avila, Alexandre N. Tuch, Eva 
Presslaber, Markus Stoecklin and Klaus Opwis

International Journal of Human-Computer Studies



Prototypical: 
Follow conventions that users are already familiar with
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Menu at 
the top



Prototypical: 
Follow conventions that users are already familiar with
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Active menu 
shows where 
you are



Prototypical: 
Follow conventions that users are already familiar with
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Search in the 
top right



Prototypical: 
Follow conventions that users are already familiar with
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Value prop is 
the first thing 
you read



Prototypical: 
Follow conventions that users are already familiar with
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Omnipresent 
most wanted 
action, for return 
visitors



Prototypical: 
Follow conventions that users are already familiar with
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Company



Visual 
complexity: 

Simpler = more 
beautiful
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White space
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Minimal menu

Visual 
complexity: 

Simpler = more 
beautiful
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Limited 
actions 

---->

Visual 
complexity: 

Simpler = more 
beautiful
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Concise 
language

---->

Visual 
complexity: 

Simpler = more 
beautiful



So to make your site beautiful:
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ー Follow conventions - don’t be overly original to the 
point of being confusing.

ー Simpler is better - avoid cluttering the space with 
design elements.



Think user flows

Avoid friction points
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What do you want 
the user to do 
when landing on 
your site?
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Plan how your user will 
discover how your product 
solves his problem and want to 
try it

Search Traffic

Homepage

Product Tour

Pricing

Free Trial

Onboarding

PPC Traffic

Landing Page

Thank You Page

Search Traffic

Blog Article

Landing Page

Thank You Page



User paths:

Keep the user 
focused on the 
next step
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Next steps 
at the end 

of the 
page --->



STP - Show The Product

Avoid friction points
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STP 
Principle:

Show
The
Product
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Get the user to 
get a feel for 
your product



Presentation Name Slide>Master

Core 
functionality 

value prop with 
video and key 
calls to action

Aspirational 
benefits

How is it done 
specifically?  

Make benefits 
tangible.

Social proof

Next steps

E3’s key 
functionality 
page

STP 
Principle:

Show
The
Product

Structure for 
software tour 

pages --->



#4
Testing and 
experimentation as a 
culture

✓ #1 Find your value proposition
✓ #2 The user is the hero
✓ #3 Get their hands on the product

Guidelines: How to make a SaaS website that 
converts...



Radical vs. Iterative
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Source: Metrics Driven Design, Joshua Porter 

ABT - 
Always Be Testing

https://www.slideshare.net/andrew_null/metrics-driven-design-by-joshua-porter


Things that you should 
always be monitoring and 
testing:

1. Homepage Value Proposition
2. Demo / Trial / Freemium signup 

points
3. Calls to action to sign up
4. Homepage flow
5. Product tour flows
6. Pricing page
7. High traffic landing pages
8. Email subject lines / body text
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(not a comprehensive list)
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Shiny 
New Site 2 - 5 year gaps 

between 
redesigns

Shiny 
New Site

Shiny 
New Site

2-5 year gaps 
between redesigns

Your website
Radical redesign every 2-5 
years

#GrowthDrivenDesign
A term coined by Luke Summerfield 

@HubSpot

The Best Websites - 

Continually redesigned and tested

Underperformance

Underperformance

Fact: you are dealing 
with evolving:

- Markets
- Products
- Customers
- Competition

Unless you have a 
method to gather 
data and pick up 
signals, and then use 
these to update your 
website, it will quickly 
become obsolete 
and conversion 
performance will 
suffer.

Growth-driven design methodology primer 
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Recap:
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1. Get your value proposition right

2. Put your customer at the center. Ask them!

3. Your content’s purpose is to help your users do their job

4. Focus on getting the user’s hands on your product

5. Eliminate friction points that impede #4

6. Embrace testing and experimentation as culture

7. Continually monitor your site performance

How to make a SaaS 
website that converts...



Thank you!

Eduardo Esparza
CEO & Founder, Market 8
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Get the slides to this pres: 

www.market8.net/SaaSConversions

If you want to continue learning about How to Make a SaaS Website that 
Converts, feel free to reach out to me:

email:   eduardo@market8.net
twitter: @IamDoubleE
www.market8.net 

http://www.market8.net/SaaSConversions
http://www.market8.net


To find out why your site isn’t 
converting and how to fix it.. 

I’m offering a FREE 20-minute
Live Website Evaluation

To request one, go to 
www.market8.net/siteevaluation

Thanks for joining me today!

http://www.market8.net/siteevaluation?utm_source=conference&utm_medium=saas-conversions

